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simultaneous cognitive output constant in quantity, however
varying in quality." L He takes the view that the mental
energy of any individual is limited in amount, and that if
it is being expended in one direction it cannot be expended
in another. The law will be seen to be exemplified in the
following paragraphs.
Experimenters have sought to determine the range or span
of visual attention, using the tachistoscope—a piece of ap-
paratus designed to expose objects for a brief space of time.
A subject is given a momentary glance at an irregular group
of dots or letters, and is required to tell how many he has
observed. It has been found that adults, at a single glance,
can apprehend five or six irregular dots; but more if the dots
are arranged in patterns, as on playing-cards. Certainly, in
the latter case, the subject takes in the pattern first, subsequent
analysis revealing the number of dots; and the question arises
whether the subject does not always do this. The mind has
a general tendency to apprehend complex wholes, analysing
them later into their constituents. Here there is some evi-
dence that the person attending does apprehend the whole
pattern as it is exposed, counting the dots by means of a
memory-image; for it has been found that subjects with
persistent memory-images have a large span of attention.
The question of the number of objects that can be apprehended
in one act of attention really depends on whether they are
disparate, or constituents of a single whole, exhibiting "unity
in diversity."
Experiments on the span of auditory attention have been
performed, a rapid succession of identical sounds, such as beats
of a metronome, being presented to the subject. It is foiind
that adults apprehend eight such sounds.
The question of continuity of attention has been investigated.
For how long do we continue to attend? We talk of attending
to a task for hours on end, but this cannot mean that we have
one object at the focus of consciousness all the time. In
experiments on this point subjects are given a very faint
visual or auditory stimulus, and are required to indicate to
1 The Nature of'Intelligence9 and tfu Principles of Cognition, p. 131.

